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Collocations are a class of idiomatic expressions comprised of a sequence of words which, for mostly
arbitrary reasons, occur together in a prescribed order. Collocations are not necessarily grammatical and/
or cannot be generated through knowledge of rules or formulae. Therefore, they are often not easily
mastered by EFL learners and typically only dealt with during the latter phase of second language
apprenticeship. Literature has mostly examined the phenomenon of collocations from one of two per-
spectives. First, there are studies focusing on error analysis and contingent pedagogical advice. Second,
there is research concerned with theory development; a genre associated with a specific methodological
limitations. This study reports on data pertaining to a novel approach to learning collocations; one based
on a learner's incidental discovery of such structures in written texts. Our research question is: will
students who have been introduced to and practiced specific collocations in reading texts be inclined to
naturally use such exemplars appropriately in novel/unfamiliar subsequent contexts? Findings have
implications for EFL teachers and those concerned with curriculum development.
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Moving from being functional in a language to approximating
native-speaker like fluency is a Holy Grail objective for those
seeking authentic bilingualism. There is literature which suggests
that, for most adult non-native speakers with enough time, it is
relatively straightforward to become proficient in English through
gaining a basic working knowledge of grammar, vocabulary and
pronunciation [21]. However, there is also research indicating that
students often struggle to move beyond beingmerely able to get-by
and rarely reach a point where they can pass themselves off as
totally conversant in their second language [47].

Applied linguistics scholars advise that a key element of natural
fluency in English is mastery of collocations in both their oral and
written forms [32,34]. Collocations are a class of idiomatic
expression. They contain two or more words that commonly, and
for arbitrary reasons, occur together as a standard unit of meaning,
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i.e. heavy smoker (not strong smoker) and strong tea (not heavy
tea) etc.

This study examines the learner's use of collocations in written
rather than oral applications. Its findings suggest that raising
awareness about such structures to EFL students may be more
important than has been suggested [8,48]. Indeed, the study's re-
sults indicate that quite often EFL learners, particularly at the initial
stages of their apprenticeship, do not realize that ready-made ex-
pressions such as collocations exist in English. Instead, they may
combine words that do not typically occur together and conse-
quently produce unnatural sounding, although still meaningful,
utterances which meet with ire from native English speakers, i.e.
quick food instead of fast food and fast look instead of quick look, etc.

The best means of efficiently achievingmastery of collocations is
somewhat unclear. It seems likely that awareness raising e and the
mere practice of particular word combinations - will result in
improved performance when students are asked to reproduce
learnt expressions in test situations. If this is the case, the instructor
faces a concern about predictive validity. Specifically, it may be that
it is possible to do well on a formalized test but not manifest
enduring consequential linguistic improvement. However,
awareness-raising combined with exposure to certain exemplar
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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phrases may result in meaningful and practical linguistic change;
change which would be revealed outside the classroom. In this
article, we report on the findings of a study which tests this hy-
pothesis. Our research question is: will students who have been
introduced to and practiced specific collocations in reading texts1

be inclined to naturally use such exemplars appropriately in
novel/unfamiliar subsequent contexts?

Seventy 18-21 year-old students at Gulf University of Science
and Technology in Kuwait participated in this study. The research
paradigm used a pre-test/post-test field experiment protocol. The
participants were tested on their use of 41 English collocational
expressions found in two reading texts in an intermediate writing
course extending over 48 tuition hours. Researchers divided par-
ticipants into experimental and control groups and asked those in
each condition to rewrite the two texts, once at the beginning of
their English language instruction course and again at the end.
Students in the experimental group practiced use of collocations
during their 16-week coursewhereas those in the control group did
not. Results suggest that exposure to collocations does lead to a
natural inclination to use them appropriately in subsequent novel
settings. The study's results index such implicit learning.

This article has five sections. The first, the Literature Review,
gives an overview of the nature of collocations and highlights key
findings which provide context for the present project. Second, the
Methodology section provides detail about what the researchers
did in this study together with relevant rationale. Third, the Results
section presents raw data pertaining to participant improvement
on their use of collocations and relevant analysis. Fourth, the Dis-
cussion section interprets analyses and places them in context. The
fifth section is the Conclusion where suggestions are offered on
how to introduce English collocations to EFL learners in circum-
stances where the goal is to promote natural, native speaker-like
writing and sentence formation. The conclusion also provides EFL
instructors with novel insights into instructional techniques and
proposes future research agendas.
2. Literature review

The notion of collocation is typically viewed as an aspect of
“idiomatic” English. In the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary,
Hornby [24] defines the adjective “idiomatic” as referring to “using,
containing or denoting expressions that are natural to a native
speaker: he spoke fluent, idiomatic English”. An EFL learner, how-
ever, may produce some expressions that are described as “gram-
matical” but not necessarily as “idiomatic” [18]. Compare the
following two sentences where the goal is to apologize:

(i) Sorry to keep you waiting.
(ii) Sorry, I have made you wait for a long time.

Each sentence is grammatical in the sense that it follows pre-
scriptive, often arbitrary, “rules” associated with correct English.
However, while the former is “idiomatic” because it sounds natural
to a native speaker, the latter is not and sounds rather odd. Hence
grammaticality and “idiomaticness” are distinct and, at times,
conflicting prescriptions for sentence construction [36,39]. An
implication of this aspect of language is that EFL learners should
favor idiomatic expressions that sound natural to a native speaker
over grammatical non-idiomatic expressions [38].

Idiomatic English is normally demonstrated in the use of
1 In foreign language teaching, a distinction is sometimes made between exer-
cises where a written response is required (e.g. a multiple-choice test) and pure
reading texts.
“formulaic sequences” [8,30,34,35,43,48,49]. Such prescriptions
include “idioms” (it's Greek to me, we're all in the same boat),
“discourse markers” (on the one hand, in conclusion), “lexicalized
sentence stems” (can I help you?, how's it going?) “figurative ex-
pressions” (as cunning as a fox, as dead as a door nail) “pragmatic
formulae” (it's my fault, it won't happen again) and “collocations”
(commit suicide, make a mistake). Of these six classes of language
sequence, collocations are the focus of this research.

A collocation consists of two ormorewords that frequently occur
together [32,46]. Such combinations sound “natural” to native En-
glish speakers and are, therefore, judged as “right”. However, other
combinations sound “unnatural” and are, consequently, assessed as
“wrong”. Table 1 gives examples of each kind of expression.

The phenomenon of collocations reminds linguists that, in spite
of the fact that “fast” and “quick” are usually said to be synonyms,
they are not interchangeable in certain linguistic contexts. Hence,
while the collocations in Table 1's right column may sound natural
to native English speakers, those in the left column often seem
discordant. The Oxford Collocations Dictionary for Students of En-
glish [36] counsels EFL teachers that they should draw attention to
collocations. It says:

choosing the right collocation will make his speech and writing
sound much more natural, more native-speaker-like (…). A
student who talks about *strong rain (rather than heavy rain)
may make himself understood, but possibly not without pro-
voking a smile or a correction (…). He will certainly be marked
down for it in an exam. (p. vii).

Compared with native speakers, EFL learners tend to choose
from a more restricted pool of lexical items when using collocates.
For example, Saville-Troike [42] notes that “while the adjective big
may be perfectly “correct” semantically and grammatically, it may
sound “odd” in written scholarly contexts where a native speaker
would use large, major, great, considerable, significant, or some
other synonym” (p. 179). In her study of English expressions pro-
duced by Hong Kong students, Fan [19]; similarly, concludes that
non-native speakers tend to use relatively fewer collocates when
speaking in than native speakers. A benefit of EFL learners' using
collocations is suggested by Howarth [25]. He maintains that, in
academic writing, the use of collocations helps learners produce
clearer, more precise messages; a learning objective which is
typically at the forefront of the minds of EFL teachers [11].

Collocations are technically divided into two categories: lexical
and grammatical [22,27]. While lexical collocations usually refer to
the combination of two or more content words such as nouns,
verbs, adjectives and adverbs, e.g. make mistakes (VþN), heavy
smoker (AdjþN), deeply concerned (AdvþAdj), whisper softly
(VþAdv); grammatical collocations denote the association of these
words with a certain preposition, e.g. interest þ in, insist þ on,
happy þ with, independently þ of [27]; p. 60). The data generated
from this study pertain to both of these categories.

The acquisition of English collocations by L2 learners has been
researched by linguists for more than two decades. Collocations
may attract such interest because there is consensus that when L2
learners master these structures they will have approximated
natural, native speaker-like command of the English language
[9,14,15,25,32,34].

Those studying collocations as a linguistic phenomenon gener-
ally pursue one of two agendas. First, certain researchers seek to
eliminate their L2 learners' collocational errors by analyzing indi-
vidual mistakes and then offering customized pedagogical advice.
Second, others focus on the role of collocation teaching in
enhancing language performance by using specific instructional
techniques.



Table 1
Examples of unnatural expressions and natural expressions.

Unnatural English Natural English

a quick car a fast car
a quick runner a fast runner
a fast look a quick look
a fast bite a quick bite
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Abdul Ridha and Riyadhi [2] are key representatives of the first
group of collocation researchers. In an analysis of 157 lexical
collocational errors made by 40 Iraqi EFL students at the University
of Basrah, they found that this cohort had relatively greater diffi-
culty with the use of collocations than expected. They concluded
that students made most of their errors as a consequence of their
transfer of Arabic equivalent structures into their essays (e.g.
smoking harms carrying women instead of pregnant women). They
recommended advising EFL instructors to raise their students'
awareness level of lexical collocations. Adelian, Nemati and Fumani
[5] also conducted research on collocations involving 80 Iranian
students at Navid Institution. Their paradigm included, as its
dependent variable measures, a multiple-choice test and a writing
test. They found that advanced EFL learners' knowledge of collo-
cations had a statistically significant impact on their collocational
performance in the multiple-choice test but not in - the less
structured - free-writing test. Perhaps somewhat unexpectedly,
they also found that teaching collocations in the classroom had a
second-order boost effect on the unprompted use of exemplars to
which students had had prior exposure. In a similar collocational
error analysis, El-Dakhs ([13], pp. 68e69) measured the colloca-
tional competence of 90 Arab students at Sultan University in
Riyadh. She divided this cohort into three groups: 30 preparatory-
year students, 30 second-year students and 30 fourth-year stu-
dents. In general, her students performed poorly on their use of
collocations yet performed better with verb þ noun collocations
(e.g. make the bed) than with adjective þ noun collocations (e.g. civil
war). They frequently made errors as a result of using inappropriate
collocates belonging to the wrong word class (e.g. surprise pain
instead of sudden pain). Moreover, her students made more collo-
cational errors as a result of overgeneralizing certain semantic rules
in English than transferring their knowledge of similar semantic
rules from Arabic into English (e.g. complete exam instead of
comprehensive exam). Her findings indicated that intensive exposure
to language assists students with their acquisition of collocations.

In another error analysis which is representative of the first
genre of collocation research, Fernandez and Schmitt [20] tested
108 Spanish learners of English on their productive use of 50 col-
locations. The dependent measure herewas a composite comprised
of a fill-in-the-gap collocation test and a questionnaire. Having
scored over 56% on their correct use of collocations, these learners
performed better than anticipated. The researchers concluded that
collocations should stop being viewed as inevitably a problem for
EFL learners. However, somewhat incongruously, they cautioned
that a learner's knowledge of a certain collocation does not
necessarily enable them to use it appropriately.

As noted, the second genre of research about collocations em-
phasizes creation of practical principles for EFL teaching and
learning. For example, in measuring their participants' progress of
learning collocations, several researchers belonging to the afore-
mentioned second group have adopted teaching techniques
involving conventional exercises similar to those of the fill-in-the-
gap and match-the-two-part formats [1,6]. This project lays much
of the groundwork for the present study. However, in our research,
we used a technique which supports teaching writing through
reading as opposed to the more conventional - fill-in-the-blank-
type exercise - approach which Stewart and White [45] have
argued often encourages learner guessing. Krashen [29]; for
example, maintains that reading exercises improve the learner's
vocabulary acquisition, grammatical structures and writing style.
He notes that “reading exposure is the primary means of devel-
oping language skills” (p. 109). Acevedo and Rose [4]; p. 2) similarly
argue that teaching writing is facilitated through reading texts
where EFL learners have the opportunity to concentrate on how
words are combined to produce word phrases (e.g. went for a walk,
along the river). Duran Escribano [12] concludes that “Teaching
writing through reading becomes an important pedagogical in-
strument which may be the basis for successful academic writing
courses” (p. 62).

Gitsaki [22] is another representative of the second group of
collocation researchers; the group concerned with developing
practical instructor principles as opposed to theoretical concep-
tions of how collocations become incorporated in a lexicon. Her
assessment materials included three assessment items: an essay
writing test, a translation test and a fill-in-the-blank test. She found
Greek learners' knowledge of English collocations varied in such a
way as to enable proficiency levels to be categorized using an
ordinal scale: post-beginner, intermediate and post-intermediate.
In her study, grammatical collocations- two or more words with a
preposition (e.g. insist on) - were generally learnt before lexical
collocations e two or more words without a preposition (e.g. keen
interest). Gitsaki was the first to discuss the L2 acquisition order of
both types of collocations. In a subsequent similar study, Xiao-chen
[50] used a cross-sectional paradigm to assess the developmental
pattern of the collocation use of eight high-frequency words con-
tained in essays of 157 Chinese university students. She found that
Chinese learners, compared with those from other non-English
language backgrounds, had particular difficulty in becoming pro-
ficient with English collocations. In practice, this result implies that
EFL students may show differing capacities to embrace collocations
depending on their native language background. Hsu [26] also
explored the use of lexical collocations in assignments written by
Taiwanese tertiary students. She uncovered a significant correlation
between the variety and frequency of students' lexical collocations
and their writing proficiency. In a similar study on the investigation
of the effect of teaching collocations on the speaking proficiency
level of 40 Iranian intermediate students learning English as a
foreign language, Attar and Allami [6] noted that teaching lexical
collocations had a greater positive impact on student oral abilities
than they had expected. This was revealed as part of a pre-test/post-
test paradigm where improvement in speaking performance was
established as the dependent variable. The test, a 10-minute inter-
view and a questionnaire, was taken by participants assigned to
experimental and control group conditions. While the experimental
group received adequate instruction on lexical collocations in the
form of fill-in-the-gap exercises taken from English Collocations in
Use by McCarthy and O'Dell [32]; the control group did not.

Ying and Hendricks [51] t assessed the usefulness of an explicit
“consciousness-raising approach” in teaching English lexical and
grammatical collocations and compared this approach to an im-
plicit teaching strategy. Ninety five students served as participants
in their study. Results showed the superiority of explicit “con-
sciousness-raising approach” over the implicit teaching approach.
Similarly, in a study conducted to explore the effectiveness of
teaching collocations to Arab university students in Algeria,
Abdaoui [1] found, using experimental and control groups, that
there is a significant correlation between students' use of lexical
collocations and their writing proficiency. She found that use of
collocations significantly improved in a post-test containing
multiple-choice and sentence-completion exercises. She further
noticed that her students often transferred some Arabic colloca-
tions into English. Sadoughvanini [40]; using a compound



2 But rather to measure, at two prescribed points, improvement on their spon-
taneous and correct use of collocations.
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dependent variable measure and no control group, examined the
relationship between the number of lexical collocations and
“expressiveness” in an IELTS task I writing test taken by 45 Iranian
university students of an upper-intermediate level in Malaysia after
they had been exposed to 50-hour tuition on lexical collocations.
He found a positive correlation between these two variables and
concluded that something of a causal sequence exists:
consciousness-raising techniques used in teaching collocations
assist students with their writing proficiency. Similarly, in their
paper “Learning Academic Formulaic Sequences”, Peters and Pau-
wels [37] reported their findings in a study on the effect of explicit
instruction of formulaic sequences including collocations. The
study, also conductedwithout a control group, used a pre/test-post/
test paradigm taken by Dutch university students on 24 formulaic
sequences. It contained three assessment items: a writing test, a
cued output test and a recognition test. The results indicated that
students had gained significant learning of formulaic uses between
the pre-test and the post-test. However, it remains unclear whether
recognizing formulaic sequences such as collocations enables EFL
learners to use such sequences in appropriate contexts.

It seems that research addressing collocations suggests that
drawing attention to such structures should be a component of EFL
successful language teaching plans if e as is mostly the objective -
learners are to attain natural, native speaker-like command of En-
glish. However, despite the fact that studies in this area suggest that
teaching English collocations -and formally testing the extent of
acquired learning- creates more sophisticated language users,
research has not demonstrated how this occurs. Specifically, it ap-
pears that little is known about the process underlying the devel-
opment of a natural tendency to use collocations in everyday
discourse. To aid in this endeavor, this research examines whether
studentswho have been introduced to collocations and practiced use
of these structures in reading texts will be inclined to naturally and
appropriately use them in novel/unfamiliar subsequent contexts.

3. Methodology

3.1. Participants

This study was undertaken by one of the article's authors who
was also an instructor of an intermediate writing course (ENGL 110)
at Gulf University for Science and Technology (henceforth referred
to as GUST), a private university in Kuwait. There were 70 students
in this course who were aged 18e21. They were all Kuwaitis and,
therefore, native Arabic speakers. As part of the participant
screening protocol, it was established a-priori that those who took
part in the study had not been taught in British or American schools
which are widespread in Kuwait. It was further assumed that stu-
dents in the course were of approximately the same standard with
respect to their knowledge of English. Consistent with the postu-
lates of sampling theory, difference in pre-intervention knowledge
of English between the control (n ¼ 35) and experimental (n ¼ 35)
groups was assumed to be zero (between groups delta ¼ 0).

3.2. Procedure

This study used a field experiment pre-test/post-test paradigm.
The procedure derived data from a pre-intervention test and a post-
intervention test; as noted, each taken by 35 experimental and 35
control group participants (n ¼ 70). Experimental and control
conditions were deemed necessary specifically to discount in-
fluences such as background/contextual learning (e.g. historical
events) and developmental-related changes [44].

The course test intervention consisted of 48 taught hours
distributed evenly over 16 weeks, three hours per week. Students in
each group (control and experimental) were given the assignment
of rewriting, in class, two reading texts: “A Great Man”, a text taken
from Effective AcademicWriting by Savage& Shafiei ([41]; p. 59); and
“A Bike That Can't Be Stolen”, a text taken from Achieve3000 [3]; an
online reading comprehension program prescribed as part of the
aforementioned writing course syllabus. These texts were selected
because they had previously been deemed by students to be inter-
esting and were formally recognized as being pitched at an inter-
mediate language level. In the first text, the researchers underlined
16 collocational expressions and in the second text 25 collocational
expressions. Each list included lexical and grammatical collocations
(see Appendix I and Appendix II). In deciding whether or not these
expressions were real collocations, the researchers used dictionaries
(particularly the Oxford Collocations Dictionary for Students of
English) and consulted with native English teachers at GUST. The
study's participants in each group (control and experimental) were
asked to read the two prescribed texts carefully, attempt to under-
stand them and rewrite each from memory. They were not
instructed to write a specific number of words and no time-limit
was imposed. At this stage, participants in the experimental group
had not yet been introduced to the notion of collocations. The re-
searchers sought to determine if students would use the same
collocations they had encountered when they read the prescribed
texts. Because the objective of the exercise was not to test partici-
pants' memories of ideas dealt with in what they had just read,2 a
list of the main points was shown in a Power Point presentation for
them to review while rewriting the texts (see Appendix I and
Appendix II). This was done to assist students to write as much as
they could. Upon completion of the exercises, response sheets were
collected and analyzed to assess extent of correct use of colloca-
tional expressions. Following the pre-test, in the course's subse-
quent classes, students in each of the experimental and the control
conditions were given two different regimes.

Students in the experimental group were taught about collo-
cations, and were informed of the importance of using such ex-
pressions if they were to produce well-written texts incorporating
native speaker-like expressions. Aside from the “test-texts” (pre-
intervention and post-intervention texts), forty reading texts were
studied during the 16-week course. These were analyzed regularly
for use of collocations. As part of these exercises, the instructor
elicited (through explanation, providing relevant examples and
guided-oversight) from the students in this group as many uses of
collocational expressions as they could find in each text. He sub-
sequently examined the text to identify those collocational ex-
pressions which participants had been unable to recognize. Later,
students in the experimental group were requested to rewrite each
text using as many identified collocations as possible. For further
practice, they e experimental group students - were exposed to
some additional instructional material on how to employ such
expressions in related contexts and were encouraged to consult
dictionaries and reference books to become familiar with usage
contexts and constraints. In summary, participants in the experi-
mental group were given extensive instruction on the nature of
collocations and multiple opportunities to practice their use.

In the study's control condition, the notion of collocations was
deemphasized. Specifically, it was treated as a somewhat inconse-
quential aspect of language, and therefore, mostly unworthy of
mention. Accordingly, in studying the same 40 texts during the
same 16-week course, students in the control group were not
exposed to vocabulary through collocation applications. Instead,
vocabulary was taught conventionally in the sense that the



Table 2
Pre-intervention and post-intervention proportion of errors made by the experimental group in two test texts containing collocations.

Texts Pre-test Post-test

Number of Collocational Uses Number of Errors Proportion of Errors Number of Collocational Uses Number of Errors Proportion of Errors

Text One 146 98 0.67 222 31 0.14
Text Two 127 81 0.64 198 23 0.12
Total 273 179 0.65 420 54 0.13

Table 3
Pre-intervention and post-intervention proportion of errors made by the control group in two test texts containing collocations.

Texts Pre-test Post-test

Number of Collocational Uses Number of Errors Proportion of Errors Number of Collocational Uses Number of Errors Proportion of Errors

Text One 167 91 0.54 175 83 0.47
Text Two 115 79 0.68 126 75 0.59
Total 282 170 0.60 301 158 0.52
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instructor explained the meaning of each individual unfamiliar
word through a synonym, an antonym or a whole definition and
students were encouraged to make a list of these words and review
them for subsequent use. Later, students were also requested to
rewrite each text in their own way.

At the end of the 16-week course, the two texts which students
in each group had been instructed to rewrite in Week One were
reproduced and all participants were asked to formally indicate if
they had seen such texts previously. The researchers analyzed only
data for those students who indicated that they did not recognize
pre-intervention texts (i.e. “A Great Man” and “A Bike That Can't Be
Stolen”). Thus, the researchers took steps to create conditions
where post-intervention “test-texts” were - at least explicitly -
unfamiliar to the participants, the main tactic being a 16-week time
lapse (the length of the course). During the study's post-test phase,
participants in each group were instructed to reread and rewrite
the texts that they had ostensibly “just seen” and which “appeared”
unfamiliar to them. The instructor made no special request urging
participants, specifically in the experimental group, to use the same
collocations occurring in the original texts. Rather, it was assumed
that by the end of the 16-week course this cohort, as opposed to
their peers in the control group, had realized that their English
would sound more natural if it incorporated collocations. After
response sheets were collected, they were paired with those that
had been obtained during the pre-test in Week One. This protocol
created a pre-test and a post-test, produced by the same student for
the same text; a matched-pair design. Following collation of data,
the number of erroneous collocational uses was counted in each
test for each individual student in the two groups (data presented
in Tables 2 and 3 of this article's Results' section).

3.3. Variables, measures and data analysis

Data from the project were, as noted, based on a sample size3 of
n� 30. The paradigm established correct responses as a proportion
of total responses to provide the two focal comparable data points
which come after an intervention; for a control group (intervention
absent) and an experimental group (intervention present). A one-
tailed hypothesis using a dependent-means Z-test was applied to
sample data (with a ¼ 0,05, the orthodox value). The null hy-
pothesis was that students generally (not those comprising the
sample) with exposure to collocation training in the context of
awareness-raising would not naturally be inclined to use such
3 When n � 30 a T-distribution becomes indistinguishable from a Z-distribution
for sampling distributions of the mean. In practice, such a phenomenon establishes
that a Z-test may stand in lieu of a t-test for two-mean comparison applications.
exemplars appropriately in novel/unfamiliar contexts. A Z-form
was deemed the correct kind of sampling distribution because of
the study's relatively large sample size (i.e. T-distributions become
a Z-distribution when n � 30), and, therefore, relatively small
standard error. For analytic purposes, the two texts were treated as
one block (awareness-raising combined with instruction).
4. Results

Table 2 presents the pre-intervention and post-intervention
proportion of errors made by the experimental group in the two
test-texts containing collocations.

The last row of Table 2 reveals that the proportion of errorsmade
by the experimental group significantly reduced on the post-test
trial. This result was significant (a ¼ 0,05). Specifically, in the first
text while students made 98 errors out of 146 uses of collocations in
their pre-tests, they made only 31 errors out of 222 uses of collo-
cations in their post-tests. In the second text, while students made
81 errors out of 127 uses of collocations in their pre-tests, theymade
only 23 errors out of 198 uses of collocations in their post-tests.

Table 2's data suggest that, following formal practice of colloca-
tions in a structured reading program of English instruction (and a
context of formal classroom learning), students are naturally inclined
to improve in their use of collocations without being prompted.

Table 3 presents the pre- and post-intervention proportion of
errors made by the control group in the two test-texts containing
collocations.

The last row of Table 3 shows that, for the study's sample of
participants, the proportion of collocational errors decreased only
slightly from the pre-test to the post-test trial (0.60e0.52). Specif-
ically, in the first text while students made 91 errors out of 167 uses
of collocations in their pre-tests, theymade 83 errors out of 175 uses
of collocations in their post-tests. In the second text, while students
made 79 errors out of 115 uses of collocations in their pre-tests, they
made 75 errors out of 126 uses of collocations in their post-tests.
Hence, having not been exposed to any collocational tuition, stu-
dents in the control group, as opposed to those in the experimental
group, demonstrated minimal progress on their use of collocations.
This is demonstrated in the small difference between the pre-test
proportions of errors and the post-test proportions of errors
(0.60e0.52) in the control group compared with the corresponding
proportions in the experimental group (0.65e0.13). Data for this
comparative analysis are presented in Table 4.

Significance tests were applied to pre- and post-intervention
data for the experimental group (Z-test dependent-mean applica-
tions using proportions). The result here was significant at a ¼ 0,01
and a ¼ 0,05. Hence, the null-hypothesis - about populations - is



Table 4
Pre-intervention and post-intervention proportion of errors made by the experimental and control groups and the rate of improvement under each condition.

Texts Control Group Experimental Group

Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test Rate of Error
Improvement

Proportion of Collocational
Errors

Proportion of Collocational
Errors

Rate of Error
Improvement

Proportion of Collocational
Errors

Proportion of Collocational
Errors

Text
One

0.54 0.47 0.07 0.67 0.14 0.53

Text
Two

0.68 0.59 0.09 0.64 0.12 0.52

Total 0.61 0.53 0.08 0.65 0.13 0.52
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rejected using orthodox criteria.4 Significance tests were applied to
post-intervention data for the experimental and control corre-
sponding sample means (Z-test independent-mean applications
using proportions). The result here was significant at a ¼ 0,01 and
a ¼ 0,05. Hence, the null-hypothesis e about populations - is
rejected using orthodox criteria.

In summary, this study reports on results where awriting course
instructor raised an experimental group's awareness of the exis-
tence of collocations and provided students with adequate practice
of the use of such structures. It reveals that there may be value in
this exercise as evidenced by Z-distribution inferential “test-sta-
tistics” applied at orthodox criteria. Specifically, it seems that the
study's exposure intervention does enhance unprompted/natural
native-speaker performance with collocations.

5. Discussion

As noted, literature suggests that there are generally two types of
studies addressing collocations. First, there are those where the
objective concerns assessing L2 learners on their correct use of col-
locations [2,13,20]. These are utilitarian and/or practical. They are
typically best thought of as collocational error analyses. They identify
students' mistakes, attribute them to certain linguistic factors and
propose remedies for reducing error rates. In short, they add value
through advising teachers on pedagogical techniques for improving
language proficiency. Such research is typically not concerned with
process-related considerations. For example, it does not seek to shed
light on (or develop theory about) how students become proficient.
Second, there are studies which mostly rely on a pre-test/post-test
type paradigm. These typically focus on theory development but
have been criticized on methodological grounds. One notable short-
coming of work in this genre pertains to operationalization of the
dependent variable. Specifically, participants are typically required to
manifest their learning throughaprotocolwhereby theyfill in thegap
andmatcha two-part formatetc. [1,37]. Highly structuredexercises of
these kinds are difficult to evaluate One of their shortcomings is that
they allow students to guess correct responses and hence artificially
inflate success rates [45]. Although such research is concerned with
theory development it does a rather poor job at highlighting that
language learners should not merely be trained to recognize collo-
cational expressions but, rather, should be able to use them sponta-
neouslyOnapractical level, although suchexercisesmayenhance EFL
learners' receptive skills, they do not usually assist them with
acquiring good productive skills of the kind needed to express a
message in a natural, native speaker-like fashion [10].

This study is novel because, rather than examining individual
errors, it considers changing error ratios following an intervention in
circumstances where spontaneous and natural use e as opposed to
recognition e of collocations is the object of interest. It has provided
evidence that the rate of EFL written collocational mistakes e when
4 There are no “degrees of freedom” associated with Z-test applications.
considered in their aggregate - can be minimized through practice.
Calculating the number of collocational errors made by participants
was used as a means of assessing the degree of progress made by
participants during the intervention between the pre- andpost-tests.
Unlike with other studies, our means of teaching collocations was
reading texts rather than conventional language exercises which, as
noted, are often viewed associated with methodological limitations
which arise from operationalizing the dependent variables. By using
ourmethod,weplacedEFL learners in a contextwhere theywouldbe
involved in promoting their productive skills as they are provided
with the opportunity to viewword combinations in natural contexts
[33]. McCarthy [31] argues that the exercise of analyzing various
reading texts is beneficial for EFL learners who seek to acquire good
writing skills. Similarly, in his article “Teaching Writing Through
Reading”, Duran Escribano ([12], p. 60) similarly conceives that
“through reading we have the opportunity of being exposed to well-
organized and well-written pieces of writing which help us to
improve our language abilities and to build writing schemata”.

This study's Results section indicates e using a methodology
that appears not to have been used (reading texts in combination
with measures of spontaneous use) - that it is efficacious to teach
EFL learners collocational combinations. Specifically, compared
with use of conventional (structured) exercises, the study's method
appears to have special utility in promoting natural and sponta-
neous use of collocations.

It was noted in the introduction that collocational expressions
are a “last-bastion” concern for those attempting to learn English.
As such, their mastery is typically difficult and, consistent with the
orthodox exponential view of learning, occurs over relatively pro-
tracted periods (somewhat analogous to the “last mile” problem).
The fact that collocations do not come easily to students has two
apparent (related) implications. First, identifying techniques for
their acquisition is especially important. In practice, an approach
that offers a small increment of improvement over a rival technique
is hence consequential in a way that may not be so when one is at
an earlier stage of learning. Second, research aiming to improve
mastery of collocations has special import. It is worth remembering
that, according to the pareto-principle and myriad motivational
factors, English language learners are likely to stall and/or give-up
their apprenticeship at the 80 percentmark [28]. Similarly, research
efforts aimed at improving techniques for language learning are
mostly focused on gaining improvement in earlier segments of the
learning curve; where one is likely to obtain the big increments of
improvements. Such an emphasis is not in and of itself a problem
but does imply something of a trade-off; a trade-off which has been
addressed in this research.

6. Conclusion

The findings of this research suggest that reading texts should
be viewed by EFL teachers/practitioners as a source of collocational
content. From a practical standpoint, instructors may enhance their
students' awareness of the existence of such expressions in reading



Lexical Collocations Grammatical Collocations

Born to the son of
Named after the son of

Attend school
Gave him the English name Nelson
Made a lot of trouble
Do the right thing

Stayed in school
Started the first black law firm
Kept black and white people

separate
Sentenced to e years in prison/went to
prison
Believed in

Elected him president
Won a Nobel Prize
The hard life he led

Good sense of humor
At the age of 95
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texts. Perhaps counter-intuitively, it seems that syllabus designers
should incorporate a reading component in their courses address-
ing English writing.

Sometimes, EFL learners may consider that English consists of
singlewordswhich should be individuallymastered and then placed
together tomake complete utterances, a fragmented viewof learning
[33]. However, a competing hypothesis, which we label the modular
perspective, suggests that English is a language consisting of ready-
made lexical chunks that should, for the most part, be committed
tomemory [7,23,30,49]. The resultsof this study favor this latter view,
a finding consistent with memory research [15e17,27]. An EFL
learner, for example, should learn attend school, not attend þ school,
lead a life, not leadþ a life, conduct a test not conductþ a test, launch a
campaign not launch þ a campaign (see Appendix I and Appendix II).
Thisway, Englishwill come across to an interlocutor asmore natural.
The approach will also be likely to make learning more efficient.
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Appendix I. (Text One)

A Great Man5

The South African leader Nelson Mandela changed history, but
he suffered a lot. Mandelawas born to the son of a chief, and hewas
also named after the son of a king. He was the first in his family to
attend school. His teacher gave him the English name Nelson, but
his real name is Rolihlahla. His name means “troublemaker”. In his
life he made a lot of trouble, but it was trouble for people who did
not do the right thing. Mandela's father diedwhen Nelsonwas very
young, but he stayed in school. He became a lawyer and started the
first black law firm in South Africa. He fought apartheid, which kept
black and white people separate. He went to prison (was
sentenced to five years in prison) for many years for what he
believed in. Later, however, the people of South Africa elected him
president, and he won a Nobel Peace Prize. He was a great and
courageous man. The hard life he led was mixed with his good
sense of humor. He died on December 5, 2013, at the age of 95.

Points to remember:

1) His birth
2) His father's status
5 Adapted from Effective Academic Writing by Savage & Shafiei ([41], p. 59).
3) His and his family's education
4) How he had his name and meaning of his real name
5) His revolutionary behavior
6) His father's death
7) His career
8) His political beliefs
9) Consequences of his beliefs

10) His achievements
11) His personal traits
12) His death
Appendix II. (Text Two)

A Bike That Can't Be Stolen?6
SANTIAGO, Chile (Achieve3000, January 22, 2015). For years,
commuters worldwide have been ditching their gas-guzzling cars
and trucks for bicycles, which are cheaper and more environmen-
tally friendly. That's created a big problem, however, as bikes are
relatively easy to steal. In fact, bicycles are stolen at a rate of one per
second. Now, three engineering students in Chile hope to put the
brakes on that statistic. They have developed a prototype for the
Yerka, a bicycle the inventors say is “unstealable.”
6 Retrieved from Achieve3000.com.

http://Achieve3000.com


Text One (A Great Man)

Student (A) Experimental Group

Pre-test Post-test

*He changed the history *He changed the history
He was the first to attend school
he made a lot of trouble

*He was sentenced with prison for 5
years

was sentenced to 5 years in prison

People elected him president
He died at the age of 95

Student (B) Experimental group
Pre-test Post-test

born to the son of a chief
attended school

*did many troubles *did a lot of trouble
*got prisoned for 5 years was sentenced to 5 years in prison
*They did him president he was elected president
he had a sense of humor he had a good sense of humor
*dead with the age 95 died at the age of 95

Student (C) Control group
Pre-test Post-test

*He was sentenced 5 year in prison
He had a sense of humor Mandela had a good sense of humor
*He died when his age was 95 *He died in age 95 in 2013.

Student (D) Control Group
Pre-test Post-test

*Mandela changed the history *He changed the history
*He attended the school He went to school
*He did many troubles *He did a lot of trouble
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The Yerka was designed by students Cristobal Cabello, Andres
Roi Eggers, and Juan Jose Monsalve during a college engineering
class at Andres Bello University in Santiago, Chile. The young in-
ventors designed the bicycle so that its lower frame opens up into
two arms that are then connected to the seat post and secured to a
bike rack. Thieves would essentially have to destroy a Yerka to
unlock it, thus rendering it valueless.

“Our motto is 'a bike that gets stolen is no longer a bike,” said
Cabello. “What we have here is truly an unstealable bike.”

The three inventors said that they began experimenting with
their idea after Eggers' bicycle was stolen. They first built a model
using PVC, a synthetic plastic, and then constructed a working
prototype and applied for a patent.

As they await the patent's approval, the inventors are conducting
further tests on the bike's theft-resistant qualities. They are also
launching a fundraising campaign and are seeking a partner who
can invest the $300,000 needed to produce a first batch of 1000
bikes, which they hope will be sold sometime in 2015.

The Yerka's future looks promising at this early stage, but will
it really work?

Cristobal Galban is the director of the sustainability research
center at Andres Bello University. Galban, who holds a doctorate in
naval and environmental engineering, agrees that the Yerka is a
promising step forward for anti-theft bicycles. In a 2013 study,
Galban and a team of researchers found that the use of bikes has
doubled among Chileans over the previous five years, thanks to
designated cycling lanes, storage racks, and bike-share programs.
However, Galban's study also found that theft has proven a vexing
drawback to these advances.

“The main problem in Chile and elsewhere are the robberies,”
said Galban, who himself was recently the victim of a bicycle theft,
“so the Yerka could help solve this.”

Points to remember:

- Reasons why commuters are using bikes instead of cars
- Bike theft
- Invention of Yerka and its mechanism design
- What makes Yerka unstealable
- Action done while waiting for patent approval
- The case of other bikes in Chile
- Cristobal Galban's study about the use of bikes
- Cristobal Galban's position and his opinion on Yerka
Lexical collocations Grammatical collocations

For years
Environmentally friendly
Created a problem

At a rate of
Put the brakes on that statistic

Develop a prototype
Designed a bicycle

Connected to the seat post
Secured to a bike

Rendering it valueless
No longer

Experimenting with their idea
Applied for a patent

Conducting further tests
Launching a fundraising campaign
Future looks promising

At this early stage
Holds a doctorate

Step forward for anti-theft bicycles
Researchers found

Over the previous five years
Thanks to

Solve this problem
Vexing drawback

Per second
Appendix III

Appendix III presents some examples taken from the data of this
research. While the first table below contains examples of collo-
cational expressions produced by four participants from the
experimental and control groups (two each) in their pre-tests and
post-tests of Text One, the second table demonstrates examples of
collocational expressions used by the same four students in their
pre-tests and post-tests of Text Two. The (*) sign before the
expression indicates its erroneous collocational use.

Examples of collocational errors made by the study's partici-
pants in their Text One's pre-tests and post-tests.
*They took him to the prison *Mandela went to the prison for
sentence

Mandela died at 95 He died at the age of 95
Examples of collocational errors made by the study's partici-
pants in their Text Two's pre-tests and post-tests.
Text Two (A Bike That Can't Be Stolen?)

Student (A) Experimental Group

Pre-test Post-test

environmentally friendly environmentally friendly
no longer

solve the problem solve the problem
*in this early stage at this early stage

Student (B) Experimental Group
Pre-test Post-test

environmentally friendly *environmentally friendy
*per a second per second
designed a bike designed a bike

solve the problem
over the years

a step forward for anti-theft bikes a step forward for anti-theft bikes
promising future



(continued )

Text Two (A Bike That Can't Be Stolen?)

Student (A) Experimental Group

Pre-test Post-test

Student (C) Control Group
Pre-test Post-test

*fabricated a bike
*in a rate of *in a rate of

*did a campaign
*are making some tests are doing some tests

Student (D) Control Group

*he made many tests he did many tests
*in a rate of *in a rate of
*he applied to a patent *he applied to the patent
*he had a promised future *his future was promised

*It made a problem
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